
DocuWrite supports documents 

at any angle for easy viewing 

while you type.  It attaches to 

the tray so it moves with the 

keyboard, then tilts to a focal 

angle that is comfortable for you.  

That’s what a document holders 

does, right?  But that’s not all 

this does.

Flip the DocuWrite down over the 

keys – without tools – and you 

have a writing surface that lets 

you take notes while you work at 

the computer – but without 

turning, twisting, or stretching 

over your keyboard to do it.

Positioned on the right side, the 

writing surface does not obstruct 

the main keys of a standard size 

keyboard.  So you can type and 

write while maintaining the same 

body position.  Ingenious!
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Weber Knapp Designs for a Smarter Workspace

DocuWrite
Not only supports your documents, it’s easy on the back!



DocuWrite 

Advantages:
 Mounts between the keyboard tray  
    and arm.

 Unique design �ips up to support  
    documents, down to provide a   
    writing surface.

 Document holder features in�nite  
    tilt with �ngertip adjustment.

 Writing surface is sized to fully     
    support an 8 ½” x 11” sheet of 
    paper.

 Document holder can be moved,     
    without tools, from left to right –         
    or to any of three positions in     
    between.

 Surface can be fully removed when             
    not in use.

 Constructed of durable, powder
    coated steel and tough phenolic.

 Exceeds the ANSI/BIFMA X5.5, 1998 
    industry performance standard.

 The stylish and stackable Monitor 
    Riser compliments the DocuWrite 
    by slightly elevating your 
    conventional monitor for better     
    viewing.

DocuWrite Phenolic
26949

DocuWrite Acrylic
27523

PLATFORM SIZE 9" x 11"
PLUG-IN 5 POSITIONS RIGHT TO LEFT
MOUNTS BETWEEN KEYBOARD TRAY AND ARM

VIEWING ANGLE INFINITELY ADJUSTABLE
MATERIAL STEEL/PHENOLIC OR STEEL/ACRYLIC

BLACK TEXTURED POWDER COAT
GRAPHITE SPECTRUM (STANDARD) OR ACRYLIC (OPTIONAL)

ATTACHMENT METHOD

FINISH

DocuWrite SPECIFICATIONS:

WIDTH 13”
DEPTH 13”
HEIGHT 2" or 4"
LOAD CAPACITY 75 lb.
MATERIAL STEEL
FINISH BLACK TEXTURED POWDER COAT

Monitor Riser SPECIFICATIONS:

Monitor Riser
2” Riser 27108-2

Monitor Riser
4” Riser 27108-4
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